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• Multi-partner project 

focussing on 

Connected and 

Autonomous Vehicles

• Understand barriers 

and drivers to 

widespread CAV 

adoption

• Vehicle trials and 

social research



AUTONOMY ON THE HORIZON:
ARE WE PREPARED?

• Large-scale shift from human-driven to computer-controlled vehicles would 

be a defining global change in both transport networks and societies in the 

21st Century

• Wide range of predictions as-to when this might happen:

• From 65% of the US fleet AVs in 2050 (Litman, 2014)

• To 90% of all vehicle trips AV by 2030 (Hars, 2014)

• See also: (Rowe, 2015; Bansal and Kockelman, 2017; Alexander and Gartner, 

2014)



AUTONOMY ON THE HORIZON:
ARE WE PREPARED?

• Industry and press say it will be much sooner even than the academic 

literature suggests

“November or December of this year, we should be able to go from a parking lot in California to a 

parking lot in New York, no controls touched at any point during the entire journey.”

(Elon Musk, extract from: Greene, 2017)



AUTONOMY ON THE HORIZON:
ARE WE PREPARED?

• Challenge: AV technology is racing ahead – academics, policy makers, transport authorities, and citizens all 

must simply “keep up”?

• Important that there is a debate about how these new technologies influence our societies

• Potential for big benefits: 

• reduced traffic (congestion and vehicles)

• fewer accidents

• meaningful travel-time use

• Potential for significant worsening of current networks: 

• worse traffic/congestion

• reductions in safety

• risks to privacy and security

• worsening inequalities

See: Greenblatt and Saxena, 2015; Greenblatt and Shaheen, 2015; DfT, 2016; Litman, 2014; Fagnant and Kockelman, 2015; 

Trommer et al., 2016; Le Vine et al., 2015; Schoettle and Sivak, 2014, 2015; Bansal and Kockelman, 2017; NHTSA 2013; Davidson 

and Spinoulas, 2016





But will we…?



ONLINE QUANTITATIVE SURVEY

• Recruitment via local authority 

citizen panels

• Focus on:

• Willingness to use 4 AV 

options for urban journeys

• Willingness to pay

Sample (n = 730)

• 36.6% female

• Age: 52.1% 30-59 / 48.9% 60+

• 12% disabled

• 40% concessionary bus pass

• Main mode: 59% car, 13% bus, 12% cycle, 13% walk, 3% other

• 94% licence-holders

• 10% no motor vehicles in household

• 56% degree / 24% A levels or diploma



LEVEL I
DV-Car DV-Taxi Shared-DV DV-Bus

• Personally-owned

• Similar to conventional car

• Private use

• Always available

• Pay for costs of vehicle 

including ownership and 

upkeep

• Similar to conventional taxi

• Available for private hire

• Exclusive use of vehicle 

during journey

• Summoned or booked via 

mobile app

• Pay for journey

• Shared-taxi service

• Small vehicle (6-10 seats) –

shared with other people

• Public use

• Summoned or booked via 

mobile app

• Pay for journey

• Similar to conventional bus

• Follows set routes, has set 

stops, and approximate 

timetable

• Large vehicle shared with 

other people

• Advanced RTI available

• Pay for journey

STATED PREFERENCE EXPERIMENTS: FOUR AV SCENARIOS







Willingness to Use AV scenarios Reasons for preferring AV or non-AV car



WTP for DV-Car WTP for DV-Taxi



WTP for Shared-DV WTP for DV-Bus



WTP comparison with reference to costs per-mile for non-AV equivalents



WILLINGNESS TO PAY TO USE AVS

Mode AV Car AV Taxi AV Bus Shared AV

Human-driven 

actual cost per 

passenger mile

£0.59 £2.81 £0.53 -

Mean W2P

per mile

£0.75 £1.08 £0.55 £0.73

Operating cost 

without driver 

cost (assumed 

50%)

- £1.40 £0.26 ?

Net W2P
Will pay >25% 

premium

WTP much less 

for AV than costs

53% producer 

surplus!

W2P close to AV

car W2P

Implications for 

business model

Willing to pay 

technology

premium. Owner-

driver AVs 

financially viable.

Luxury mode but 

fares much closer

to willingness to 

pay for ‘general 

travel’.

Low cost mode 

more profitable: 

compete on price 

or increase 

frequency?

Is a high-tech 

shared taxi 

service for 

approx. £0.70 per 

mile possible?



WTU Shared-DV with social disposition

WTP for AV/non-AV with social disposition



CONCLUSIONS (1)

Willingness to use AVs

• Under 50% of people in all contexts were willing to use AVs over their current option

• Smallest proportion was for shared AV option (36.8%)

Willingness to pay for AVs

• People will pay a >25% premium for and AV car over the cost of a conventional car

• AV taxis will have to be priced much more closely to other modes for them to be competitive

• AV bus might create over 50% surplus for the operators!        Improved services or bottom line?

• People will pay a similar amount for shared AV as AV car, so potential to encourage modal shift?



CONCLUSIONS (2)

Willingness to share AVs

• Evident challenge in convincing people to share

• Shared AV option is least popular of all four future scenarios by considerable margin

• Two private modes had higher per-mile WTP than shared modes

• But shared AV similar WTP to private car, so opportunities here?

• In an AV future, price will be crucial. Shared modes will need to offer substantial cost-saving to offset 

the “privacy premium” that people are willing to pay

• Initial indication of psychosocial element of AV use in different contexts

• People with more “open” social disposition significantly more likely to want to use a shared AV or pay for AV 

in general



THANK YOU!

Any questions?
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